VO I CE AS A S E RVI C E ( Va a S )

AFFORDABLE NEXT GENERATION
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
OryxAlign’s Voice as a Service (VaaS) offers a revolutionary, next-generation hosted IP
telephony which provides advanced system features without the need for expensive hardware,
ISDN lines or maintenance contracts. It addresses the need for convergent and cost efficient
telecommunications compared to that of traditional telephony.
TECHNOLOGY AT A GLANCE
Our IP telephony platform utilises the
vast increases in network capacity and
cloud connectivity to remove the need
for onsite equipment previously required.
All calls are routed across the
internet in IP transit. Instead of buying
a telephone system and paying
maintenance charges and depreciation,
OryxAlign’s VaaSS allows you to buy
a monthly IP license per user on a
pay-as-you-grow model.
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Intuitive automated attendant
Call recording as standard
Voicemail for each user
Music on hold
Group call pickup
Call forwarding
Unlimited hunt groups
Cisco/Snom/Polycom handsets
Extension dialling
Connected line presentation
Pay-as-you-grow licence pricing model
24x7 UK IT Service Desk Support

OryxAlign’s VaaS is a network-based centrally hosted multi-tenant
infrastructure which brings together a complete set of business telephony
features expected from a fully featured enterprise system.
All standard PBX features are included plus 100’s more features to ensure the
most comprehensive solution. The services are truly scalable and the market
ranges from Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) to multi-site and multinational organisations.
IT’S FUTURE PROOF
An onsite telephone system stays the same from the day you bought it,
unless you pay significant sums for upgrades, with hosted telephony, the
system is constantly being updated centrally at no extra cost.
IT’S FEATURE RICH
Gain all the features that you would expect of an enterprise grade system no
matter how small the number of users.
LOW CAP-EX
With hosted IP, the system is already built, therefore the only upfront charges
you will have are for handsets, switches and routers. Switching to an OpEx
model can significantly improve your cashflow.
GEOGRAPHICALLY INDEPENDENT
With hosted IP all your locations sit on one network, therefore no matter how
many sites you have, you can have one contract, one management portal, one
reporting platform and one bill. Between all these sites and remote users, all
calls remain free forever.
CRITICAL VOICE CONTINUITY
The ability to communicate with your customers is a critical aspect for
any business and voice continuity is the most fundamental aspect of any
continuity solution. Major disasters are unlikely but the reality is that most
interruptions are everyday events – floods, travel restrictions& systems failure.
If the telephony system or area is inaccessible then onsite repairs cannot be
made.
An IP voice solution addresses all of these eventualities. It provides a business
as usual interim call routing solution that does not just address disaster
recovery but ensures that service continues in the first place.

ABOUT ORYXALIGN
OryxAlign is a thriving and vibrant managed technology services
provider, with client happiness at the heart of our business. With
decades of combined experience, we remove the stress and strains of
IT by delivering efficient, practical and affordable managed technology
services. We work as your IT partner, not as an outsourced provider.
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